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Mothers Of Clemson Men Will Be Honored Sunday
46 Awards Given During
Recognition Day Exercises

Cadets Will Hold
Drill, Open House

Mothers of Clemson men
will be honored in the annual
Mothers' Day ceremonies to
be held here on Sunday, May
ninth. Ceremonies include parades and reviews, presentaPhi Kappa Phition of military awards, demTakes In 22 New onstrations of military equipment, 'open-house' in the barStudent Members racks and dormitories, and
Academic achievement was recognized at Clemson Col- Phi Kappa Phi, national honor
lege yesterday as forty-six scholarships, prizes and awards society, took in 22 new student services in the local churches.
i Cadet barracks, cadet dormitowere given out during Scholarship Recognition Day exer- members last week, representing ries,
and the dining hall will be
the top six per cent of the student open to the public from 9:00 to
cises.

Schools Recognize
Academic Achievements

body.
11:00 a. m. Since all students
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
New members from the junior will be on the campus this weekThe Danforth Fellowship for
class are W. D. Ashcraft, electrical end, it will be impossible for -the
Juniors—to an outstanding memengineering major of Florence; J. college to serve meals to visitors
ber of the Junior class majoring
M. Bailey, Jr., electrical engineer- in the dining hall. A picnic area
in Dairy, Animal Husbandry, or
ing major of Seneca; A. K. Helms, for those desiring to eat a picnic
Poultry Husbandry. ($195)
tc: /"e, engineering major of lunch has been set up in the genAwarded to Niles Craig Clark,
W'xhaw, N. C; W. H. Hendrix, eral vicinity of the Hanover House.
Jr. of Waterloo, S. C, junior in
mechanical engineering major of
Community churches have exAnimal Husbandry.
Heath Springs; W. T. Jefferies, tended a cordial invitation to
The Danforth Fellowship for
In the May 1 issue of the Sat- arts and sciences major of Bur- all visitors to attend morning
Freshmen — to an outstanding
urday Review of Literature, there lington, N. C; J. C. Leutwyler,
Services in the
freshman expecting to major in is a review of a book written by chemical engineering major of Sa- services.
the animal science field. ($50) Harry S. Ashemore, former edi- vannah, Georgia; W. E. Little, churches will be held as folAwarded to Benjamin Thomas tor of the Tiger. The title of Mr. mechanical engineering major of lows: Baptist—Sunday School,
McDaniel of Pickens, S. C, a Ashmore's book is The Negro and Myrtle Beach; J. F. Mattison, tex- 10:00; Morning Worship, 11:15;
Catholic — Mass at 8:00, 9:15,
Editor; Smith Hinnant, Advertising Editor; Bob Huey, PhotograThe newly elected staff for TAPS are (top row, left to right):
freshman in Dairying.
the Schools. His book includes: tile chemistry major of Belton; A. 10:30; Episcopal — Holy Compher; Bill Dunn, Feature Editor; Bob Shirley, Clubs Editor. Not
Ab Allen Editor-in-Chief; John Gasque, Associate Editor; Mac
The Sears Roebuck Founda- the history of segregation in ed- T. Mitchell, textile engineering munion, 8:00, Sunday School,
Chapman, Co-Business Manager; Henry Tindal, Co-Business
pictured: Charlie Gale, Office Manager, and Jerry Creswell, Milition Sophomore Scholarship—to ucation in the United States; the and textile manufacturing major 10:30, Morning Prayers, 11:30;
Manager; Frankie Martin, Photographer-in-Chief; Dave Sherer,
tary Editor. (Photos by Frankie Martin.)
the sophomore who makes the decisive and far-reaching court of Greenville; and R. L. Wyatt, Lutheran — Sunday School
Classes Editor; (bottom row, left to right): Hugh Patrick, Sports
highest scholastic average as a battles; what it feels like to be a electrical engineering major of 10:00, Morning Worship, 11:15;
Freshman Sears Roebuck Schol- Negro recently admitted to a Florence.,
Methodist — Sunday School
ar. ($250) Awarded to Rich- Southern university; a study of
New senior members are Harry 10:30, Morning Worship, 11:30;
ard Furman Elliott, Jr., of Rim- educational segregation outside Carroll, industrial physics major Presbyterian — Sunday School,
ini, S. C, sophomore-in Animal the South; the story of the great of Anderson; G. R. Ferguson, me 10:15, Morning Worship, 11:30.
Husbandry.
population movements that are chanical engineering major of
Army and Air Force displays
The Alpha Zeta Prize—to the changing the racial make-up of Clover; F. R. Franke, chemical will be set up around the campus
engineering major of Spartan and will be open to the public
sophomore in agriculture having the South.
Mr. Ashemore was the editor burg; C. J. Hammett, animal hus- from 9:00 a. m. until 2:00 p. m.
the highest grade point ratio for
the first three semesters. Award- of the "Tiger" during the year of bandry major of Kingstree; J. K.
A first aid station will be set
graduation
from Henderson, dairy major of Char
ed to Elbridge Juette Wright, Jr., 1936. After
up on the first floor of Tillman
Clemson,
he
went
to
Harvard
on
lotte, N. C; R. E. Hunter, pre- Hall. Ladies' rest rooms will be loof Belton, S. C, a sophomore in
a Nieman Fellowship. At the pres medicine major of Clemson; A. M. cated in Tillman Hall, the Library
; Agronomy.
ent time he is the Executive Edi- Lander, chemical engineering ma and the YMCA building.
The Borden Company Founda- tor of the Arkansas Gazette.
jor of Spartanburg; D. C. Martin,
tion Scholarship—to the Agricul,
Exhibition drills, a band con-=
The Saturday Review of Litera- animal husbandry major of TravThe TAPS, official yearbook for Clemson College, has antural student who, in addition to ture says about this book. "The
elers Rest; T. M. Mintz, voca- cert, and the main parade are to
his other course?, must have most important book ever pubbe
held
in
the
afternoon.
Mr.
Robnounced
its staff for the school year 1954-'55.
tional agricultural education maAllston T. Mitchell, president
taken at least two courses in lished on one of the nation's most
Ab Allen, textile manufacturjor of Blacksburg; R. M. North, ert E. Lovett, director of music, elect of the Clemson College StuDairying, must have completed critical issues. This is a book of vocational Agricultural education will conduct a band concert from
ing junior from Wadesboro, N.
his junior year, and have the national importance, a milestone major of Stockton, Georgia; W. 1:45 until 2:15 p. m. in the Am- dent Government Association,
C, was elected editor to succeed
The installation service for ofhighest grade point ratio of stu- in the fight against prejudice, a E. Seigler, agricultural engineer- phitheater. Exhibition drills will was elected president of the
Dick McMahon.
dents in this category. ($300) handbook for the moulders of ev- ing major of Wagener; and B. L. begin at 2:45, The freshman pla- South Carolina Association of ficers of the Baptist Student Union who will serve next year will
Awarded to Bernard Mclntyre ery community, a vital tool for Walpole, Jr., agronomy major of toon will drill from 2:45 until 2:55,
Elected associate editor is John
under the leadership of Cadet Student Government Associations be held during the morning worGasque, electrical engineering juSanders, Jr., of Cordova, S. C, every teacher, parent and citizen.1 Johns Island.
Master Sergeant John R. Under- during its annual convention at ship service on Sunday, May 9,
nior from Columbia.
senior in Dairying.
wood, of Walhalla, on Bowman Wofford College April 29-30. He at the Baptist Church. Jim SpanHenry Tindal, textile manufacThe Anderson Fellowship—to
Field. The freshman drill will be succeeds Bud Granger of Furman genburg, Baptist Minister of Stuturing sophomore of Greenville,
an outstanding senior in Agriculdents,
will
preside
over
the
serfollowed by the Pershing Rifle
Officers for Blue Key, national and Mac Chapman, textile manuture who desires to pursue graduCompany drill, from 2:55 to 3:05 as president. Alan Hoffmeyer of vice in which president Jerry honor fraternity, were elected at facturing sophomore of Cheraw,
ate study. ($350) Awarded to Cep. m. The Pershing Rifles, part Wofford was elected vice-presi- Dempsey and his council will prewere elected co-business managcil Jerome Walters of St. George,
of a national society of ROTC ca- dent; Dave Martin of USC, sec- sent BSU keys to the new officers. the regular bi-weekly meeting ers. They succeed Ab Allen.
S. C, senior in Agricultural EnNext
year's
BSU
will
be
headed
held in the club room Monday
dets organized by - General John retary; Ann Morrison of Congineering, ranking second scholby George Buck, architecture ju- night. George U. Bennett, arts Fra—iiie Martin, electrical engiJ. Pershing in 1892, will be led
neering sophomore of Lancaster,
astically in the June 1954 graduby Cadet Master Sergeant Wil- verse, treasurer; and Frances nior of Columbia. The new coun- and sciences junior of Columbia, holds the position as photographer
ating class.
cil
will
assume
their
duties
immeSkelton
of
Furman,
historian.
don Hucks, of Galivant's Ferry.
The Clark Lindsay McCasdiately and will be assisted by was elected president to succeed in chief.
The last exhibition drill on BowConverse, Anderson, Columbia, the retiring officers for the re- Jack A. Sanders.
Dave Sherer, civil engineering
lan Award—to the most deman Field will be that of the Seserving student in Agricultural
nior Platoon, from 3:05 until 3:20 Presbyterian. Newberry, Furman, mainder of the school year.
Other officers named were W. junior of Anderson, will retain
his former position as class ediEngineering. ($2.5) Awarded to
p. m. The Senior Platoon, which Wofford, Erskine, Winthrop, USC,
Frampton Harper, textile manu- tor..
Claude Lowry of Clemson, S.
is one of the finest fancy drill pla- and Clemson were the eleven
facturing junior of York, viceHugh Patrick, textile manufacC. and Pembroke, N. C. a juntoons in the country, having gain- South Carolina schools representpresident; William A. Key, textile turing sophomore of Greenville,
ior in Agricultural Engineering.
ed recognition from exhibitions in ed. Clemson was represented by
manufacturing junior of Colum- succeeds Henry Tindal as sports
many large scitie, will be led by Lawrence Gressette, president of
The Charles Carter Newman
Cadet Major William W. Bellamy Student Government; Steve Grifbia,
corresponding
secretary; editor.
Prize—to a senior whose record
of Bamberg.
Smith Hinnant, agricultural edDr. Robert O. Feeley died sud- Richard A. Whitten, textile manin Horticulture is outstanding,
fith, speaker of Student Assemucation junior of Anderson, will
denly
of
a
heart
attack
at
the
vedue consideration being given to
ufacturing
junior
of
Macon,
Georbly; Lamar Neville, state histoAt 3:40 p. m. the Clemson
hold the position as Feature Edihis over-all scholastic record and
rian; Jim Truluck,. president- erinary hospital last Friday after- gia; and Charles H. Ferguson, tor. He succeeds Mac Chapman.
Corps
of
Cadets
will
be
reviewed
noon. He was head of the veteri
his qualities of leadership and
elect
of
the
senior
class;
George
by Miss Nelle Blanchard of
nary science department at the textile manufacturing junior of Bob Huey, textile chemistry jucharacter. ($50 and gold medal)
Augusta, Georgia, chosen as Bennett, member-elect of Senior time of his death.
Great Falls, alumni secretary.
nior from Cheraw, was elected
Awarded to Donald Busby DunHonorary Cadet Colonel at the Council; and Allston Mitchell,
lap of Rock Hill, S. C, senior in
The newly elected presidents of the rising senior, junior, and
'Doc' Feeley, as he was known Donald L. Harrison, textile man- photographer.
president-elect
of
Student
Govannual Military Ball, and by
sophomore classes are, left to right: Jim Humphries, junior class;
to his students, was a native of ufacturing junior of Brunson; Joe Bill Dunn, electrical engineering
Horticulture.
Mrs. George H. Hendricks of ernment.
Jim Truluck, senior class; and John Duffie, sophomore class.
Lenox, Mass., but had made his
The Thomas G. Clemson Prize—
freshman from Greenville, was
Easley,
S.
C,
selected
as
Clem(TIGER Photo by Frankie Martin.)
The convention was planned by home in Clemson for the past 46 F. Mattison, textile chemistry ju- elected Features Editor to succeed
to the senior showing the most
nior
of
Belton;
and
Reed
C.
Tanson Mother of the Year. Awards Bill Kinney, convention chair- years. He was a graduate of New
John Gasque.
proficiency in Agriculture. (A
of military honors will be made ma, president of the Wofford stu- York University. He was a mem- ner, agricultural engineering jugold cup) Awarded to Charles
Bob Shirley, chemical engineerat this time.
dent body. Discussion groups led ber of St. Andrews Catholic nior of Kingstree, were named co- ing sophomore from Langley, was
Jarred Hammett of Kingstree, S.
editors of next year's Blue Key elected Club Editor.
by members of the Wofford fac- Church at his death.
C, senior in Animal Husbandry.
ulty were held concerning "Stu- Funeral services were held Mon- Directory.
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND
Charlie Gale, electrical endents and the Honor System", day with interment in the Fort During the meeting plans were
SCIENCES
gineering sophomore from Con"Students and the Faculty", and Hill Cemetery.
discussed for the annual spring way, was chosen office manager.
The Charles Manning Furman
Jim Truluck, rising senior of race between J. F. Humphries and
"Students and the Administrabanquet to be held at the ClemAward—to a senior whose record Lake City, was elected president W. 'B .Rawl. Humphries defeated
Survivors
include
his
widow,
Jerry Creswell, mechanical enAt a recent meeting of the tion." Dean Philip S. Covington
son House next Wednesday night.
in English is outstanding, due
Mrs.
Leona
C.
Feeley;
three
gineering sophomore from Piedconsideration being given to K of the senior class of next year in Rawl with 118 votes being cast American Society of Agricultural of Wofford was the main speaker daughters, Miss Carolyn C. Feeley The recently elected new mem- mont, succeeds Scotty Monroe as
over-all scholastic record and student body elections held last for the former and 116 for the lat- Engineers, John D. Patrick was at the annual banquet held at of Clemson; Miss Bobbie Feeley, bers will be formally introduced Military Editor.
his qualities of leadership and Wednesday, 28 April. Truluck, ter. W. P. McElveen ran third elected president for the coming the Elk's Club. An informal a student at Furman University; and initiated. The Wofford B
The new staff elected by this
character. ($50 and a gold medal) with 92 votes, defeated George with 69 votes. W. P. Hood was semester. Others elected were dance followed the banquet.
and Mrs. Richard R. Young of Camp award, donated by Mr. W year's senior staff, will publish
Buck
(66),
Jess
White
(59),
and
The
cdnvention
adjourned
after
elected
vice-president
with
102
E.
Camp
of
Bakersfield,
CaliforAwarded to Robert Floyd Mixon
Chapel Hill, N. C; two brothers
nia, will be given to the member the 1955 edition of TAPS.
of Clemson, S. C, senior in Arts Ferdie Allsbrooks (56) to gain votes, defeating J. D. Pitts (83), John H. Hardee, vice president; the election of officers Friday and three sisters.
the position. The vice-presidency W. L. Coleman (59), and O. . G. Claude Lowry, secretary and morning.
of Clemson Blue Key who has
and Sciences.
shown
outstanding leadership
The Arnold R. Boyd English was won by Dave Morris, with 83 Erwin (50). The race for the job treasurer; J. David Martin, re* *
* *
qualities while at Clemson. The
Key—to the student in the votes, over Tom Bookhart (70), of secretary of the junior class porter; and G. H. Dunkleburg,
Blue Key athletic awards will be
graduating class who makes the J'ramp Harper (75), and John also resulted in one man totaling faculty advisor.
presented to the outstanding parbest record in English during Gasque (45). Buddy Wallace was more votes than his combined opThe final plans for the visit of
ticipant in each of the four major
his college course. Awarded to elected secretary of the rising se- position. L. A. Hendricks won
sports at Clemson—football, baseLawrence Marion Gressette, Jr., nior class with 130 votes, almost 154 votes to defeat T. Y. Young- the Georgia Chapter of ASAE
ball, basketball, and track. The
of St. Matthews, S. C, senior in as many as compiled by his com- blood, with 76, and J. R. Hill, were discussed. The banquet
bined opposition. He defeated with 71. The position of treasurer
winners of these awards will not
Arts and Sciences.
Professor J. B. Richardson,
John Templeton (51), David of the class was won by C. I. Sand- will be held at the Clemson
Colonel Richard J. Werner be announced until the time of
The Sigma Pi Sigma Prize—to Shearer (47), and Thomas Drew ers, with 89 votes, who defeated House and is designed to promote chairman of the Clemson Chapter
their presentation.
Dick McMahon, editor of
the graduating senior who has (44). John Butt won the position Tony Mishoe (78), Roger Yike
of the American Red Cross, has Commandant and professor of
a
close
relationship
between
the
TAPS has announced the arridisplayed the most outstanding of treasurer with 78 votes, de- (65), and R. H. Kemmerlin (63).
announced plans for the Blood- military science and tactics at
val of the 1954 yearbook.
scholarship in Physics. (Member- feating R. C. Tanner (67), Jack Representatives chosen by the ris- two schools. About 35 students mobile which will be at Clemson Clemson, will be deputy camp
ship in the American Association Leutwyler (62), and Walter Har ing junior class were as follows: and 10 faculty members are exSeniors may pick up their
commander of the summer ROTC
May 18.
TAPS
tonight, Thursday, May 6,
of Physics Teachers.) Awarded to rison (62). Those elected to be Joe Long, 197; Bill Pressley, 182; pected to be present for the ban- onThe
encampment
to
be
held
at
Fort
Bloodmobile will be located
College officials have made
and underclassmen may go by
Richard Austin Branham of At- class representatives for the rising Bill Lawson, 153; Joe Edwards, quet from the Georgia Chapter. at the Clemson Methodist Church Benning starting June 19. Cadets
and get theirs on Friday and
lanta, Ga., senior in Physics.
from Florida, Texas, Mississippi, an announcement that all stuseniors and the number of votes 152; and Lewis H. Farmer, 146.
A brief sketch of the trip the from 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. It Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia, Ar- dent cars parked on the front
Saturday.
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
they compiled are as follows: Those failing to win a position
will be able to handle fifty perThe Alpha Chi Sigma Award— Hoyt Hardee, 194; Cecil Kirby, 176; were: W. J. Eailes, 143; G. D. senior class made to Anniston, sons per hour.
kansas, and Oklahoma will at- campus, that is, from the field
The books will be distributed
to the sophomore majoring in John D. Patrick, 167; Bob Mc- Moulton, 145; C. M. Lindler, 121; Ala., was also given by J. J.
tend the training, which includes house to the library, including
from the TAPS office in the
Cadets between the ages of 18 general military science subjects, those parked on Clemson House
Chemistry, Textile Chemistry, or Clure, 150; and Moody Clary,-144. J. W. Bridwell, 112; and Marvin Floyd. The trip was made April
basement of seventh barracks.
Chemical Engineering who main- The following failed to win enough Cockfield, 97.
It will be necessary for all stu13-14. On the way to Anniston and 20 will have to have their demonstrations of the duties of hill must be moved before Sundents who have paid for their
tained the highest average in votes to be elected to the positechnical service units, and a day morning:.
John B. Duffy was elected the seniors stopped at the B. O. P. parents' consent to give blood.
Students are asked to park
TAPS to bring their receipt ant1
Chemistry 103 and Chemistry 104 tions: Gilbert H. Cox, 136; Mike president of the rising sophomore division of General Motors CorClemson students have always number of exercises to be staged
identification book with ther
durin" his firsl two semesters in Ashmore, 128; Fred Hope, 105; class with 125 votes. The number poration and the J. I. Case Branch given freely of their blood for the by the Infantry School. More their cars in the stadium parkto obtain their book.
College. Awarded to John Bee- and John Hunsuck. 104.
of votes that he won exactly to- house outside of Atlanta, Ga. All servicemen overseas, and the ca than 1,500 ROTC cadets from the ing- lot to make, room for the
cher Butt of Pr»"<-' • -n. N. C.
Balloting for officers of the ris- taled the sum of those gained by in all the seniors reported they dets are urged to make this drive Third and Fourth Army areas are guests expected on the campus
ing junior class resulted in a close
(Continued on Page Three)
scheduled to attend the training. for the Mother's Day activities.
(Continued on page Six)
had a great and intellectual trip as successful as ones in the past.

Former TIGER
Editor's Book
Is Reviewed

Ab Allen Named New Editor Of
TAPS For School Year '54-55
Mitchell Elected
President Of S. C.
Student Gov t.

Gasque Elected Associate
Tindal, Chapman Also Named To Staff
G. R. Buck Elected
BSU President

Blue Key Elects
George Bennett
New President

Dr. Feeley Dies Of
Sudden Heart Attack

Students Elect Class
Officers For Next Year

Officers Elected
At ASAE Meeting

Bloodmobile To
Be At Clemson
Tuesday, May 18

Werner Deputy
(amp Commander
lit Fort Benning

TAPS Is Here;
Srs. May Pick
Up Edition Now
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THri TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT ....

A Salute To The Mothers

Jim Spangenburg To Leave Clemson
After 8 Years Of Service To Students

AN Saturday, May 8, a salute will be given to mothers all
over the world.

Mother's Day has become an interna-

tional day to honor the person who taught us a way of life.

By Lawrence Starkey

How many of us have strayed from this way of life that
our mothers dreamed of and tried to instill in us?

BIG SHOES TO FILL
It feels a bit unusual to be writing a column instead of a feature story, but that's
what I'll be doing from now on. I realize
that taking the place of Alan Cannon is a
big order, and those of you who saw that
photograph of me last week are probably
thinking that I'll never be able to do it. Let
me console myself by adding that I don't
look like that all the time. I hope I can
present the news that you fellows are interested in.

Have we

made them proud of us?
That is a question we can answer only to ourselves.

An

inner feeling of love and security as well as an outer feeling
of friendliness exposes the way of living that would make
any mother proud.
At Clemson we pay a salute to the mothers of all Clemson
men in a very special way.

The Sunday of Mother's Day

is the most eventful day on the Clemson College campus.
Open house at the barracks, inspiring services at local

Bear in mind that this is not my column,
but yours. Any suggestions the troops may
have will certainly be welcomed.
Let me
hear from you.

churches, the big parade on Bowman Field; all of these
things go into the making of a Clemson Mother's Day.
Even if the parents of some of us won't be on the campus
Sunday, a tribute in thought, word, and action can be given

EIGHT YEARS OF SERVICE
Last Sunday, Jim Spangenberg, Baptist
Minister of Students, announced his resignation from that position and his intent to
do graduate work at Merrill-Palmer School
in Detroit, Mich. Jim has not only been an
addition to the Baptist work, but is faculty
advisor for the Tiger Brotherhood and has
in the past been very active in the Little
Theatre.

to our own mothers and to all mothers everywhere.

7

Tiger Has Had Great
Leadership This Year
IT is with high hopes and faltering steps that we, the new

His wish to enter the Merrill-Palmer
School was increased when he recently won
a $2,500 fellowship to be effective next year.
He will continue his studies in counseling.

staff, take over the responsibility of putting out a paper
for the students of Clemson.
We hope that our goals are not too high and that our steps
will become straight and sure, as we report the news of TALK OF THE TOWN
Clemson and Clemson men.
The Tiger was in very capable hands for this past year,
and won its share of the honors.

We will do our best to

bring the everyday events to you and maintain the policies

PlansToSeparate ROTC And Non-Rote
Students Now Under Consideration

and standards of Clemson and The Tiger as well as did last
year's staff.

By Joe McCown
NOT YET

means that most of you placed the responsi-

There have been many rumors floating

We need your support!

around
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibier

the

campus,

all pointing to one

bility of the choosing of your officers in the
hands of the few who felt a duty towards

thing: That the men not taking ROTC next

their fellow students and the school.

year will be removed from all military ac-

year some policies may be carried through

tivities and placed in living quarters sep-

that are not to your liking.

arate from those of the military.

pens.

this is true.

In part,

There is a plan under consid-

eration to separate ROTC and non-ROTC
students at Clemson, but ho active move
has been made in that direction.

The Board

It always hap-

your right to gripe—Remember this.
OPEN THE DOOR, SAM
Uncle Sam has closed the Post Office
This makes

of Trustees has authorized the administra-

it hard for the students, especially

tion to make a study of the cadet corps so

participating in sports, to pick up their mail.

that all facts pertinent to the division of

If you don't like this policy, as you proba-

the cadet corps may be obtained.

bly don't, you may have a chance to do

Then,

those

after all sides of the problem have been

something about it.

carefully studied, a plan may be put into

be a petition asking the government to allow the Post Office to remain open, circu-

operation.
The reason behind this tentative plan is

There probably will

lated around the campus sometime soon. If

no

enough of us sign this petition, perhaps we

longer taking part in ROTC to appear as
sharp as they might at drills and inspections.
This lackadasical feeling impairs the efficiency of the cadet corps to a great extent.

can cause the Post Office to remain open un-

that there is no incentive for cadets

til later in the evening.

A SUGGESTION
During the past week I've heard more
than one student complain about having

:-;

It is this writer's opinion that the professors could at least give the students a choice
of two or three dates for their tests.
I
suppose they go on the theory that you cannot please everybody. This is perhaps true
but asking the students if a certain date
suits would be a consideration that would
certainly do no harm.
THERE MUST BE A SAFER PLACE
The sweeping horrizontal lines of our
new barracks undoubtedly add to the modernistic aspect, but the other day I noticed
where one Country Gentleman had the idea
of lying on the two-foot ledge outside bis
window to do his sun bathing.
Getting sun is a good thing, but I believe
I would think twice before lying a few
inches away from the sixth floor of a building. Of course, when someone once falls
off, the lesson will be learned. It's mighty
easy to go to sleep in that sun and rolltover.
Think about it, troops!
THEY CAN DO IT
For those of .you who didn't see "Don
Juan in Hell" last night, don't let Friday
night pass without going. Written by British-born George Bernard Shaw, this classic
from "Man and Superman" is a masterpiece
of our time. Many people have voiced the
opinion that a local Little Theatre group
tould not do justice to a classic such as
this. I'm certainly anxious to find out; I
believe they can do it!

Disc-o-Pation

;-;

By Mack McDaniel

Next

If you did not vote, you have lost

doors at 7:00, as we all know.

This year concludes his eighth year at
Clemson and when Jim leaves in September, he will be missed by faculty and students throughout our campus.

three major quizzes in one day. Last week
I had six major quizzes. I'll admit this
was rather unusual, but coincidences likt
this can become serious if repeated.

The jazz fans througlibut the
country were quite Shocked by an
incident that happened several
weeks ago.
Stan Getz, a sax player and one
of our finest jazz musicians and
recording artists, was arrested in
Seattle for attempting to obtain
narcotics illegally from a drug
store. After the arrest, it was
discovered that he had narcotics
poisoning, and he was sent to a
hospital. He remained in a coma
for three days. He is now in the
Los Angeles County jail.
I hope that the public does not
use Stan Getz as an example of
jazz artists. In a letter published
in Downbeat Magazine, Stan
writes ". . . its pure and simple
degenaracy of the mind, a lack of
morals and personality shortcomings I have. The really good
musicians are too smart to mess
with it, and don't need it anyway."
Kay Starr seems to be going
strong with The Man Upstairs,
and it may even last a month or
two more. The local disc jockeys
are really wearing it out.

THANKS CARROLL
It is customary for a guy who takes over
this column to thank his predecessor for the
THE LAST DANCE
fine job he has done. Well, when it comes
The last dance that the seniors will be
to thanking Carroll Moore for the job that
able to attend as students of Clemson will
be held Saturday, May 8, in the Clemson
he has done, I'll just say this: Carroll has
covered many issues that have arisen among
House. The dance will be given for seniors
and their dates only. It will be an informal
the students this year. Some of these issues
have been of a highly controversial nature,
dance with the music furnished by the
Clemson £lue Notes. The dance will begin
but Carroll has always kept a fair and imat 9:00 and end at 12:00.
partial viewpoint, and presented the facts
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
DID YOU VOTE?
as they really were. In some of those is- the fifth article by Dean
sues he has presented a solution to the prob- Schoelkopf, editor of the UniThe dust has settled after another student
lem in question. In others, he has answered versity of Minnesota Daily and
election. You all probably know the rethe questions that were bothering the stu- one of seven American colsults, and I'm not going to take your time
by going over them. There is another redents. All in all, Carroll has achieved one lege editors just returned from
sult that you probably haven't considered.
of the top goals in journalism during the a three-week tour of the Soviet
past year. He has covered events around Union.)
A total of only 826 students voted for the
By DEAN SCHOELKOPF
the campus fairly, accurately, and completeofficers of the combined classes.
Eight
Editor, Minnesota Daily
hundred and twenty-six sounds like a large
ly, and given his readers the inside story on
(ACP)—They have three dinumber, until you consider that there were
campus happenings.
mensional movies in Russia, too.
Thanks, Carroll.
almost 2,700 students eligible to vote. This
In fact, they were invented
there—or so we were told. But
we saw one 3D film in technicolor
that literally was a pain in the
neck.
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain
In order to get the dimensional
"Blessed are the undefiled in the way, who
must realize that we do have certain pos- effect in Soviet 3D movies, you
walk in the law of the Lord."
sessions* that are worth passing on. As the must focus your eyes on one par"Blessed are they that keep His testimonboy with the fishes and loaves so are we, ticular spot on the screen. If
ies, and that seek Him with his whole
and when we take God as our partner there you move your head, you lose the
heart." Psalms 119:1, 2.
is no limit to the things that we can ac- effect. No special glasses are
complish. Speaking, smiling, laughing, and needed.
"There is a lad here, which hath five barWe focused and refocused on a
having clean fun are great possessions so
ley loaves, and two small fishes: But what
are they among so many?" John 6:9.
seldom used by us. When we realize that film called "May Night," and it
one of the main purposes of man on earth left us with nothing but sore eyes
I imagine I should be writing on the acand a greater appreciation for
is to glorify God, then and only then will
tivities of Mother's Day, and certain things
Cinerama.
that we should do to make this a more perwe find the peace and contentment that are
By American standards, most
our ultimate goal. We must lose ourselves of the Russian films we saw—3D
fect weekend. But after thinking about it
in a cause to find ourselves. When we find and regular screen—would rate
a while, I don't believe that there could
as class B movies. We did see
ourselves not speaking be careful, because two outstanding documentary
possibly be anyone on the campus who
that is one of the danger signs that we have films—one about an oil developdoesn't realize the greatness of mother. To
contracted the disease of "self-centered- ment out in the Caspian sea and
really appreciate this wonderful person,
ness."
Make it a point to share your hap- another about the growth of the
talk to someone who hasn't had this great
province of Georgia.
companionship. Take time out once and
piness, and to leave your troubles and sor- Some American films are shown
in Soviet theaters. When we
awhile to realize your blessings.
rows where you found them.
One last reminder: For the sake of all con- asked what titles had been shown
Men, as sorry as we are, we still have a
recently, the answer frequently
few good points along with the bad ones.
cerned, please let's watch our words this was "Tarzan."
Not much better than the
We should try weeding out the bad ones,
week, and every week. The using of foul
movies
was the opera we saw at
language is best cured by stopping the use
and cultivate the ones that are desirable in
Odessa. To American opponents
of it. We might be too ugly, but not too of opera sung in English, this
order that we might pass them on to the
would be a real nightmare. It was
ones that we come in contact with.
We
old to stop, now. Think about it, men.

I think that our old friend
Johnnie (Cry) Ray is trying to
make a comeback with a new
disc called Such A Night. Some
people never give up.
If you really want to be sent
out of this world, then listen to
Jeri Southern's new recordings,
Autumn In My Heart and That
Old Devil Called Love. She is
really a gone gal. Her recordings'
of You'd Better Go Now is destined to be a classic.
Connie Haines, Delia Russell,
Beryl Davis, and Jane Russell get
together in a pepped up rendition
of an old hymn Do Lord. Its peculiar to say the least. Its hard
to picture Jane (French Line)
Russell in the group.
One of the best popular albums
that has been released in the past
year is Two In Love by Nat
(King) Cole. It contains such
great tunes as Tenderly, Love is
Here To Stay, and Dinner For
One Please, James.
MGM has released a new picture that will surely please the
music lovers. The name of it is
"Rhapsody" and it stars Eliza-

beth Taylor and Vittorio Gassman. The featured musical selections are Tschaikowsky's Violin Concerto in D Major and the
Rachmaninoff Second Concerto.
A recent best seller in the light
symphonic vein is Slaughter on
Tenth Avenue by the Boston Pops
Orchestra. It is a very good performance of Richard Roger's
famous composition.
You lovers of the classics should
listen to Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody On A Theme of Paganini.
The recording is by William
Kapell and the Robin Hood Dell
Orchestra. The Eighteenth Variation from this work has become
quite famous.
Some of you may have been
wondering about that new word,
Hi-Fi. Well, to boil it down to
a few simple words, it is merely
the realistic reproduction of music
from a recording or radio program. With the proper equipment, a little imagination, and a
recording of You Go To My Head
by Miss Peggy Lee, you will
swear that this delicious dish is
singing right into your ear.

Russia-

"Worthal stumbled over Prof. Snarf In the 'city' th' other night—
Seems he carries his camera everywhere he goes.
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A Word To The Wise

the-Italian opera "Tosea," performed by Russians who sang in
the Ukrainian language.
Much better than the opera was
a concert by the state symphony
orchestra—Russia's finest—at the
Moscow conservatory. One of
the most outstanding Soviet conductors—Eugene Mravinsky—was
on the podium.
The orchestra played Shostakovich's Tenth symphony, which
had been premiered a few weeks
before in Leningrad. After the
performance, Mravinsky motioned to a bespectled man sitting
about half way back in the hall,
and Dimitri Shostakovich walked
quickly to the stage.
After the performance, we had
a chance to talk to Shostakovich
briefly. He is a slight man, and
he seemed nervous and shy, although extremely polite.
We asked his opinion of some
American composers, and he said
of Aaron Copland: "Very interesting. I particularly like his
Third symphony." George Gershwin is "a very strong composer,"
he said. "I like his Symphony in
Blue."
Of Gian-Carlo Menotti he said:
"I have heard his work once on
the radio, but he seems interesting." Benjamin Britten is "very
talented," he said. "His opera
about miners—Peter Grimes—is
very interesting."
Shostakovich, now 47 years old,
is a professor of music at Leningrad conservatory. He was rebufed in 1948 for writing "antidemocratic" music but received
the Stalin prize in 1950.
Two of our most memorable
experiences in Russia were visits
to the Bolshoi heater for ballet

performances.
The Bolshoi, in central Moscow,
is a beautiful theater. The
largest theater in the Soviet
Union, it has six horseshoe balconies, trimmed- with gilt. All
upholstery is red.
On the stage we saw what is
generally recognized as the finest
ballet in the world. We saw
Cinderella and Swan Lake. Both
were performed in their entirety,
without deviation for propaganda
purposes.
For sheer spectacle, it was better
than anything I have ever seen.
With the big stage at the Belshoi,
they could put more than 100
beautifully-costumed dancers out
front at once.
During intermissions at the
opera, symphony or ballet, Russians do not go out into the lobbies and stand around in small
groups as many Americans do.
They stroll, arm in arm or with
hands clasped behind their backs,
up and down the corridors and
around the lobbies. Everybody
follows the same path and walks
at about the same pace.
At the various theaters, we
stood watching this passing parade to get some idea of what
class of people attend the cultural
events.
We saw many generals, admirals and other high military
officers and a few people who
definitely could be identified as
upper class by their dress.
But generally it was almost impossible to determine class status by dress. Most of the men
wore the same kind of dark blue
and black suits, and most of
the women wore the same kind
of dark dresses.
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Blue Key, national honor fraternity, selected
officers for 1954-55 last Monday night at its
regular meeting. They are (left to right) George
Bennett, president; "Red" Whitten, secretarytreasurer; Bill Kay, corresponding secretary;

Newly elected officers of The Minerets, honorary Architectural fraternity are ((left to right):
George Auld of Greenville, president; Bill Tur1 ner of Columbia, vice-president; Dick Mitchell

of Greenville, secretary; Carol Cox of Greenville, treasurer. Absent when picture was
made: Wes Summers of Orangeburgr, historian.
(TIGER Photo by Frankie Martin).

46 Awards Given During
, Recognition Day Exercises

Plans Made For
Block And Bridle
Annual Banquet

(Continued from Page One)
sophomore in Chemical Engineering.
The Mark Bernard Hardin
Award—to a senior whose record in Chemistry is outstanding, due consideration being
given to his over-all scholastic
record and his qualities of leadership and character. ($50 and
a gold medal) Awarded to"
Charles Elliott White of Sumter, S. C, senior in Chemistry.
The Warwick Chemical Foundation Award—to the graduating
senior in Chemistry earning the
highest scholastic record and -who
is planning to take graduate
work in Chemistry, ($100) Awarded to Charles Elliott White of
. Siimter, S. C.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The Alpha Tau Alpha Scholarship Medal—to the senior in Vocational Agricultural Education
having the highest scholastic record. Awarded to Thomas Max
Mintz of Blacksburg, S. C.
The
Williston
Wightman
Klugh Award—to a senior in
Industrial Education after a
consideration of his scholastic
record, his extra-curricular activities, and those qualities that
go toward making a successful
teacher. ($50) Awarded to Wallis Shufeldt Goodman of Clemson, S. C, a February graduate.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers Junior Scholastic Award—to the second-semester junior or the first-semester
senior in Electrical Engineering
having the highest scholastic record. Awarded to John Martin
, Bailey of Seneca, S. C.
The American Society of Civil
Engineers Membership Award—
to the outstanding graduating
senior
in
Civil
Engineering.
Awarded to Sam Barrow Murphree, Jr. of Troy, Ala.
The Tau Beta Pi Scholastic
'. Award—to the sophomore in
Engineering having the highest
scholastic record. Awarded to
James Frank Humphries, Jr. of
Columbia, S. C, mechanical
engineering major.
The Samuel B. Earle Award—
to the senior in the School of
Engineering considered by the
faculty to have the best allround record. ($25 and a gold
medal.) Awarded to Jerry Edward Dempsey, of Anderson, S.
C, mechanical engineering major.
The Walter Merritt Riggs Award
In Electrical Engineering—to an
outstanding senior whose major
field is electrical engineering after a consideration of his scholastic record and his qualities of
leadership and character. ($50
and a gold medal.) Awarded to
Marvin Rue Reese, Jr., of Greer,
S. C.
The American Institute of
Chemical Engineers Scholarship
Award—to the student having the
highest scholastic attainment upon entering his junior year in
chemical engineering. (Membership in the Institute for two
years.) Awarded to Fritz Richard Franke of Spartanburg, S. C.
The Higgin's Undergraduate
Scholarships — to engineering
students upon a consideration
of their scholarship and need.
Junior scholarship of $400
awarded to Walter Hazel Hendrix of Heath Springs, S. C,
mechanical engineering major.
Sophomore scholarship of $300
awarded to Franklin Delano
Guerry of North Charleston, S.
C, mechanical engineering major. Freshman scholarship of
$100 awarded to William Ray
Wactor of Orangeburg, S. C
chemical engineering major.
The General Electric Professors
Conference Association Scholarship—One of ten awards to students in twenty-four colleges in
the Southeastern Region for an
outstanding senior in the School
of Engineering to assist him in
the completion of his senior year.
$500 awarded to William Lawrence Orr, Jr., of Hendersonville,
N. C, junior in electrical engineering.
The Minaret Award — to the
outstanding sophomore in Architecture — Awarded to Charles
Hamilton Burnette of Greenville,
S. C.
The
Rudolph
Edward
Lee
Award—to the outstanding junior
in Architecture. Awarded to John

Walter Harrison of Sumter, S. C.
($50).
The American Institute of Architects Award—to the outstanding senior in Architectural Engineering.
Awarded to Vernon
Dantzler Moorer of Washington,
D. C, a February graduate.
The Fiberglas Junior- Scholarship—to an outstanding student
from either the school of Engineering or the School of Textiles.
$600) Awarded to William Aull
Leitner of Clemson, S. C, Junior
in Chemical Engineering.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers Membership
Award—to a Senior in Mechanical Engineering for his outstanding interest in the Professional
activities of the student branch
of the Society. Awarded to Nelson C. Poe of Greenville, S. C.
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
The American Association of
Textile Chemists and Colorists
Award—to the senior having the
best record in Textile Chemistry
and Dyeing. Awarded to William
Furman Moore, Jr., of Taylors,
S. C.
The American Association of
Textile Technologists Award—to
the graduating senior having the
highest scholarship and all-round
qualifications for success in the
textile industry. Awarded tp
Max Ulmer Gainor of Chester, S.
C, textile engineering major.
The National Association of
Cotton Manufacturers Awards
—to the graduating senior, February and June classes, having
scholastic superiority in textile
courses. Awarded to Bennette
Earle Wilson of Spartanburg,
S. C, a textile engineering major and a February graduate,
and to Max Ulmer Gainor of
Chester, S. C, textile engineering senior.
The Phi Psi Award—to an exceptionally
outstanding textile
student.
Awarded to George
Rose Morgan, Jr., of Greenville,
S. C, senior in textile manufacturing.
The Blackmon-Uhler Company
Scholarships—to a freshman and
a unior in Textile Chemistry and
Dyeing after a consideration of
their scholarship, character and
need. The Freshman award of
$500 was made to William Bailey
Bennett of Anderson, S. C. The
Junior award of $500 was made
to Samuel Gregg Thompson of
Charleston Heights, S. C.
The Fiberglas Senior Scholarship—to an outstanding student
from either the School of Engineering or the School of Textiles, ($600) Awarded to Allston
Thomas Mitchell of Greenville,
S. C, a major in Textile Engineering and Textile Manufacturing.
OTHER AWARDS
The Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship Medal—to the Senior having the highest scholastic rec>
ord. Awarded to Joseph Lindsay HI of Clemson, S. C, a premedicine major.
The Augustus G. Shanklin
Award in Military Science and
Tactics—to a senior whose record
in Military Science and Tactics is
outstanding,
due consideration
being given to his over-all scholastic record and his qualities of
leadership and character. ($50
and a gold medal) Awarded to
Jerry Edward Dempsey of Anderson, S. C, major in mechanical
engineering.
The Phi Kappa Phi Award—
to the Junior having the highest
scholastic record. ($25) Awarded to William Aull Leitner of
Clemson, S. C, Junior in chemical engineering.
The Howard Carlisle Copeland
Award—to the student who has
made the greatest endeavor financially to stay in college.
($50) Awarded to John Robert
Trout of Rock Hill, S. C, senior
in Vocational Agricultural Education,
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Awards—to a member of the
graduating class and to one other
person, not a student at Clemson,
in recognition of their influence
for good, their excellence in
maintaining high ideals of living,
their spiritual qualities and their
generous and distinguished serrvice to others. Awarded to Charles
Jarred Hammett of Kingstree, S.
C, senior in animal husbandry,
and to Dr. David Wistar Daniel,
Dean Emeritus of the School of

The regular meeting of the
Block and Bridle-Club was held
in room 12 Dairy Building at
6:00 p. m. Tuesday, April 27.
Final plans were made for the
annual banquet which is to be
held in the Sabre room of the
Clemson House on May 25.,
Plans were made for a judging
contest to be held on May 12.
Anyone in the school of Agriculture who has not had a course
in judging is eligible to enter.
Those interested are asked to
meet in front of the Dairy Building on Monday, May 10, at 4:00
p. m.
The outstanding senior was
chosen to receive the Merit Trophy Award which is given by the
club each year. J. A. Salters,
president of the club, was chosen.
W. L. Bowman, secretary, was
runner-up and will receive a key
for his achievement.
The next regular meeting is to
be held on May 11, at which time
new officers will be elected. All
members who are planning to attend the banquet are requested
to please be present.

'Y' Group Gives
Two Proa rams
In Dwe We«*S. C

South Carolina
Chapter Of AIEE
Holds Meet Here
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers met in Clemson the
afternoon and evening of- April
30. About 90 engineers heard
speeches by D. P. Almon, of
Chattanooga,
Tennessee,
viceMiss Nelle Blanchard, Honorary Cadet Colonel
president of AIEE, who spoke on
the promotion of unity among engineers, and by Winston Davis
of Aiken, deputy director of the
technical and production of the
Atomic Energy Commission, who
spoke on applications of electrical engineering and electronics
to nuclear reactors.
The group also heard prizewinning student papers by J. W.
Mclntyre, a Clemson student, and
Raymond E. Lunney, of the University of South Carolina.
that Raymond (Bones) Willing- f too much, drip.
At the business meeting, G. A.
—OSCAR SAYS—
ham is not Oscar. He (Oscar)
Black, of Greenville, was elected
says Bones is too stupid.
that Clyde (Teddy Bear) White chairman of the local organizaOSCAK SA > fcjis still playing the stooge game tion, replacing Oren Long, of Cothat if Dreher (Goon) Gaskins for Mark (Killer) Kane.
lumbia. Professor S. T. Kingley,
and Nathan (Red Face) Gressette
—OSCAR SAYb
of Clemson, was elected secrehad as much guts as they have
that you half-wits haven't come tary-treasurer, succeeding Parkmouth, this would be a dangerous close to spotting Oscar.
er Miller, of Columbia.
place.
—CSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that you Seniors had better be
that, he (Oscar) is going to let careful this week end. Don't do
Enormous, Enormous Andrishok anything you don't want to read
slide this week.
about.
AB'SAYS—

that Anufrey (White Lightening) Ankuta and Bill (Ethyl)
Kasmarek are going out of their
way to show off. He (Oscar)
says you punks are going to get
Friday, May 7
Clemson College Y. M. C. A. hurt.
6:00-8:00 p. m. — Variety Show
—OSCAR
SAYS—
deputation group presented two
sponsored by Charleston Club;
that he (Oscar) doesn't know
programs at the regular weekly
Chapel.
meetings of the Christian Asso- who is the worse, Derrick Blockciations of the Y. W. and Y. M. er or his brother Ed Byrd. He 8:00 p. m.—Clemson Bridge Club;
Clemson House.
at Erskine College and at the Due (Oscar) says toss a coin.
8:00 p. m. — Beta Sigma Phi;
OSCAB SAYS
West Baptist Church respectively.
Clemson House.
The group was led by Joe Lindthat he'll cut Eddie Bracken,
say, III, chairman of the Clem- Charley Wyatt, and Bob Mooney- 8:00 p. m. — Great Books; 205
Chemistry Building.
son "Y" deputation groups, and hand when he (Oscar) gets to the
Tom Bookhart, president-elect of bottom of the barrel.
Saturday, May 8
the "Y".
—OSCAR SAYS—
Students taking part on the
that it's about time for Eddie 9:00 12:00 p. m. — Senior Class
Dance; Saber Room, Clemson
programs were Joe Lindsay of Dalton to get on the loose again.
House.
Clemson, Wayne Davis of Liber—OSCAR SAYS—
ty, Weston Weldon of Bennettsthat Tommy (Hoss) Anderson j Sunday, May 9
ville, Gene Ware of Due West, got red-eyed and rowdy this
Mother's Day and Visitors' Day.
Joe Bowen of Villa Rica, Ga., week-end.
6:10 p. m.—YMCA Vespers; InZane Brock and Lewis Cromer of
—OSCAR SAYS—
stallation of ' 'Y' officers and
Greenwood. Accompanying the
that Tommy (Bean Pole) Rosecabinet men. Talk and instalgroup were Mr. P. B. Holtzen- mond and Spence (Hell) Wise
lation charge by Dr. G. H. Aull.
dorff, Jr., General Secretary of think they're wheels. You may
the "Y", Tom Bookhart of Kings- be wheels but it must Joe the
Monday, May 10
tree, ann Ronald North of Stock- fifth wheel.
/
12:00 noon—Luncheon meeting of
ton, Georgia.
-OSCA" SAYS—
y
Blue Key.
Sunday afternoon was utilized
' that Crimmins (I n n e'r t u b e
3:30 p. m.—Fort Hill Garden Club;
in discussions of the work and
Belly) Hankinson tries to be a
Home of Mrs. B. D. Cloaninger.
services of various Christian assnow king. The troop's know bet4:00 p. m.—Clemson Garden Club.
sociations. The purpose of the
ter.
7:00 p. m.—Forum Club; 205
discussions was to assist in the
—OSCAR SAYS—
Chemistry Building.
promotion of the work as it apthat Jay (R. A.) Poison has
plies to college campuses.
edged F. F. Webb for the stink Monday-Tuesday, May 10 and 11
Following the vesper service weed. He (Oscar) doesn't know
where Joe Bowen and Joe Lind- how he did it, but enjoy it, punk.
Annual ROTC Inspection.
say spoke, the groun was wel- 03CAR SAYSTuesday, May 11
comed to the Due West Baptist
that there are too many Billy 6:30 p. m.—Future Teachers of
Church where Wayne Davis, reO'Dells on the campus. Why
America; Room 200, Education
cently elected one of three Clemdon't one of you leave.
Building.
soft Baptist students to take part
—OSCAR SAYS7:30 p. m. — Jaycees; Clemson
in evangelistic and mission work
that Dave (Warthead) MooreHouse.
during the summer, and Zane
head
looked
the
usual
in
Bermu7:30 p. m.—Annual meeting of
Brock presented talks. After the
Clemson Little Theater memprogram, an informal meeting da's at the baseball game. You
will probably consider this a
bers.
Election
of officers.
was held in the home of Rev.
YMCA.
Charles Arrington, pastor of the compliment, but it's not—slob.
—OSCAR SAYS—
7:30 p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood;
Due West Baptist Church and a
that he (Oscar) is wondering if
Tiger Den.
Clemson graduate, and Mrs. ArHugh (Bad Man) Chamblee will
rington.
Wednesday,
May 12
graduate this time.
—OSCAR SATS—
6:30 p. m. — Church night for
that Wildon (Bishop's Little
Campus Churches.
Boy) Hux is pulling hard for rank 7:30 p. m.—Blue Key Banquet,
next year. Don't count on it
Clemson House.

S. C. Reserves
Hold Meetina At
Clemson College

The Department of South Carolina Reserve Officers Association
held their annual convention at
the Clemson House the weekend
of April 30-May 1. Saturday was
a busy day with speech-making,
elections, dinners, awards and
dancing.
Newly elected officers were
Comdr. E. W. Christian, Greenville, Naval reserve officer, president; Lt. Comdr. Ralph Hendrix,
Columbia, Navy; Col. Dewey McKeown, Chester and Ft. Jackson,
Army; and Maj. Roland Wooten,
St. Stephens, Air Force,
each
vice-president of his branch of
(Continued on Page Five)
Arts and Sciences, Clemson, S. C.
' The Trustees' Medal to the best
speaker in the student body.
Awarded to James Lewis Cromer
of Greenwood, S. C, freshman
in Arts and Sciences. Honorable
mention to Fletcher Carl Derrick,
Jr., of Johnston, S. C, junior in
pre-medicine, and Lawrence V.
Starkey of Clemson, S. C, sophomore in Arts and Sciences.

Work Begins On
New Agriculture
Building Project

The South Carolina Chapter of

-osc

This Week

Bill & Hole's Drive - In Restaurant

"Spec" Tanner and Joe Mattison, Blue Key Directory co-editor; Charles Ferguson, alumni secretary; Don Harrison, co-editor Blue Key Directory; and Framp Harper, vice-president.

*\ve Professors
Attending Textile
^rouo Meetsnqs

Several professors of the Clemson Textile Department are at
present attending meetings of tex
til groups around the country.
Dr. H. M. "Brown, Dean of the
Textile School, Professor A. N. J
Heyn, and Assistant Professor J
S. Graham of the Textile Management Department, are attending
the spring meeting of the Fiber
Society, Inc. This meeting is being held at the Institute of Textile
Technology in Charlottesville, a.,
May 4 through 6.
Associate Professors
T.
A
Campbell, Jr., and R. G. Carson,
Jr., of the Textile Management
Department of the Textile School
are attending the Southeastern
Spring Conference of the Society
for the Advancement of Management at the Battery Park Hotel
Asheville, North Carolina, May 6
and 7. The theme of the confer
ence is "Participation — The Effective Way to Cost Reduction.'
■Dr. Carson will take an active
part on the panel discussion for
Friday afternoon, May 7.

Glenn, vice director; of the Engineering

Experiment

Work on the new argiculture
buildings at Clemson College was
begun Monday. The original plan
to move the six large greenhouses
and build four new ones and a
headhouse has been revised. The
six existing greenhouses will be
sold within the next few days
and the college will build 10 new
ones. The cost is estimated to
be the same and the work will be
easier.
Plans to clear the site of existing greenhouses and the old cannery are under way.
Although there was no formal
ground breaking ceremony, W. A.
Carlisle of the Columbia firm of
Lyle, Carlisle, Bissett, and
Wolfe and F. V. HopkinS of the
Florence firm of Hopkins, Baker
and Gill, representatives of the
two architectural firms which
have worked on the building
plans, were expected for beginning operations Monday. H. E.
Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES

HOWD YOU LIKE TO...

earn $5000
a year...
be an officer in
the air force...
get an exciting
head start in
jet aviation...
AND

belong
to a great
flying
team?
Write or Contact

Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

Capt. Robert
E. Coates,

DRAKE'S

Aviation Cadet
Selection Team No.
a06, Donaldson AFB,
Greenville, S. C.

Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

Wherever You Go In Engineering
you'll find JUFKIN
Measuring Tapes
In every industry engineers need specialized
measuring equipment'—that is why Lufkin, worldwide specialist in measuring devices, makes nearly
8,000 different tapes, rules, and precision tools.
In highway, railroad, oil, mining, surveying,
forestry, and construction work, engineers specify
Lufkin "Chrome Clad" steel measuring tapes to
get the most on-the-job durability. In swamp,
brush, desert, gravel pits, and wherever a tough
dependable tape is an absolute must, Lufkin
"Michigan" babbitt metal chain tapes are preferred. City engineers and construction engineers
use the Lufkin "Wolverine." The line in the lufkin
"Western" is the same weight as chain tapes, but
subdivided throughout, making it ideal for heavy
field work. Lufkin "Lucas" mine tapes resist rust
and corrosion. In the oil fields "Chrome Clad" tapes
are standard as they withstand hard mt, fumes,
and corrosion — they are used for gaging, tank
strapping, and measuring standing casing.
When you go out on the job specify Lufkin
measuring tapes—you will find one for your every
measuring need. Send today for your free catalog.

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
and
Many Other Nationally

Advertised Quality

THE JUFKIN RULE COMPANY

Lines

3"
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
T—————
—
——————

McLEES BROS.

THE LUFKIN ROLE Co., Sasinow, Mich.
Please send m* your illustrated catalog of moatw'uio
topes and roles.

JEWELERS

None

Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406
Phone 740

City.,

i

-State.

VISIT THE

CLEMSON BOOK STORE

SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• *•

DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS ...
CHEESEBURGERS,....
AND OTHER SHORT ORDERS

DAN'S
OPEN 11:00 A.M. TO 12 P.M.

ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE
EASILY FOUND AT

L. C MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
CLEMSON, S. C.

>

Station,

was also present.
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THE TiGEK—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Tig Baseballers Defeat Gamecocks; Near ACC Title

meg
By Lewis Cromer
FOR THE RECORD
There is a new name in this column today. For better or
for worse, I have been selected as your new sports editor for
the coming year. It came as quite a surprise to me but I am
very happy to have been selected and promise that I will do
all in my power to bring you a good sports column for this
next season. I know what a big task this is. I've seen
Frank and Roger work and sweat for long, hard hours getting the sports material in printable form in order to bring
to you, the students of Clemson, all of the latest news concerning our Tigers.
I realize how hard it will be to step into Frank Anderson's
shoes. To my way of thinking, Frank has done a wonderful job as Sports Editor this year and has truly "Trailed
the Tiger" wherever he has led him in the field of athletics.
He has set an example that all future sports editors might be
profited to follow. I would also like to mention Roger
Yike, who served this year as assistant sports editor. He,
too, has done a fine job and has spared no effort to show us
"youngsters" how successful sports stories should be written. I think that Frank and Roger will make two excellent
editors for the coming year. As I have said, it will be a big
job for me, but I'll try and do my best.
TIGERS TOP ACC
The baseball season wears on and the Tigers continue to
lead the Conference. As the season comes down into the
home stretch, the pressure mounts and we find the teams
driving for the wire. The Tiger's victory Tuesday, over
the Gamecocks, virtually clinched the loop crown for them.
The win gave the Tigs an 8-2 Conference standing.
The Terrapins of Maryland, whom the Tigers visit at
College Park this weekend are the only other contender for
the title. The Terps currently hold a 3-2 loop record and a
double victory over the Tigers could give them the crown.
All the Tigers need is a split in the two-game series.
The Tigers will bank on their aces of the mount corps,
O'Dell and Humphries, to oppose the Marylanders. A win
by either will bring home the bacon for the Bengals.
BIG LEAGUE FOR BILLY
Tiger southpaw, Billy O'Dell, has been an apple in the eye
of many big league scouts throughout the baseball season.
Billy has been contacted by scouts from all but one of the
sixteen major league teams. At the Carolina tilt on Tuesday, there were five scouts in the stands watching the efforts of Billy and several other members of the Bengal team.
Dave Coble, scout for the Philadelphia Athletics, has
watched O'Dell's progress all year and says of Billy: "He's
got it! He's got the heart, he's got the makeup that it takes
to go in the big leagues!"
Billy, however, is noncommittal. He plans to enter the
pro ranks at the end of the year but is waiting until he has
had an opportunity to consider all of his offers thoroughly
before making a decision. The Tiger hurler says that he
needs one year to graduate and that he plans to go to school
in the winter and play baseball in the summer.
With whom O'Dell will sign is still a mystery, but one
thing is certain—he is much in demand.
STATE TRACK MEET
Coach A. W. "Rock" Norman has announced the Tiger
cindermen who will take part in the State Track Meet at
Clinton this Friday and Saturday. Six teams have entered
the meet and the competition is expected to be keen. Trials
will be held Friday and the finals, for all who qualify, will
take place on Saturday.
The Tigers will leave for Clinton Friday morning at eight
o'clock for the qualifying events' in everything except the
mile, 2 mile, pole vault, and high jump. Big Allston Mitchell, who is high jump co-champ in the Conference, will
represent the Tigers in that event.
Cindermen entering the meet and their events are: Williams and Mitchell in the high jump; Counts and Nettles in
the 2 mile; Davis in the mile; Carter, Stone, Singleton and
Fizer in the 880; Carter, Buck, George and Major in the 440;
Mason and Bowen in the high hurdles; Mason, Bowen and
Moore in the low hurdles; Folger and Metz in the pole vault;
Kir by, Wilson and Inabinet in the shot-put and the discus;
George, Gooding and Ward in the javelin; Corey, Buck and
Bowick in the dashes. The relay team will be announced
later. P. C, Furman, Carolina, Citadel, Wofford and Clemson will be represented in the meet.

TENNIS TEAM CLOSES OUT SEASON
The Tiger racqueteers played their final match of the season today against the Wofford Terriers. Prior to the Wofford encounter, the Bengal netmen had compiled a wonlost record of four wins against seven defeats. This record
speaks higher of the Tigers than one would think. This season, the racqueteers have met an array of powerful tennis
teams. Two of their losses came at the hands of the College
of Charleston, who has yet to suffer a setback. The netmen also met strong aggregations from Georgia and Maryland, among others.
*
This year's most consistent winners have been Captain
Dick James, and Gene Moxley. Si, Seabrook, Lander, Kinsey, and Nickles have also aided the racqueteers through
their campaign. Hoke Sloan's tennis team is to be congratulated on a very successful season.
POST SEASON GAMES
The winner of the Atlantic Coast Conference champion
will meet the champ of the Southern Conference in the Regional NCCA playoffs. The Southeastern Conference winner will meet the non-conference selected team also in the
first round.
A meeting will be held in Raleigh on May 23 to set the
date and place of the playoff. Coach Frank Howard is
chairman of this committee.

O'Dell Wins Seventh;
Coker Aids Victory

Barry Crocker
Shines For Tig
Baseballers

The Tigers capitalized on two unearned runs in the third
inning and the tight four hit pitching of Billy O'Dell to stop
the Carolina Gamecocks in their Tuesday afternoon encounter.

By John Duffie
Barry Crocker, listed as a
lusty .373 hitter prior to Clemson's Tuesday engagement
with Carolina, is one of the
sparkplugs of the Atlantic
Coast Conference leading Tigers. Barry, who had rapped
out 23 safeties in 67 official
trips to the plate in 17 games,
had the fourth highest batting
average in the Conference,
five points behind the third
man.
• Crocker.is not only outstanding
at the plate, but also shines afield
for the Tigs from his shortstop
post. A converted third baseman, Barry, had to make some
quick adjustments to play short
for the first time in his life. He
is now "eatin* 'em up", like he
owned the left side of the Clemson infield.
The power-hitting Crocker
gives credit to his playing to
his father and grandfather. The
eldest Crocker was a rabid fan
who never missed a game. Barry's
father inherited this trait and
urged Barry to play for the Tigs
this year. Clemson can thank
Mr. Crocker for a valuable addition and star of the '54 club.
Barry's baseball days began
when he was a sophomore at
Lockhart High School in .1948.
He accumulated a .423 over-all
batting average for his three
years as a regular at third base.
He started playing semi-pro
ball in the summer of 1949 for
Lockhart's entry in the Mid-State
League. He has played since for
the Lockhart teams in the Eastern
Carolina League, except for this
past summer when he went to
summer camp.

Tiger centerfielder Doug Kingsmore crosses the
plate after hitting his third homer in two days
during Saturday's clash' with the Tar Heels.

Frosh Thinclads To IGamecock Cindermen
Send Consistent
Topple Tig Tracksters
Winners To Meet
The Carolina Gamecocks capClemson's freshman track team
will enter the state freshman meet
to be held on the P. C. track at
Clinton Friday afternoon, May 7.
The meet, resumed after a twoyear interruption, will see six
teams competing for the freshman
title. Besides Clemson, Carolina, P. C, Furman, Citadel, and
Wofford are expected to field entries in the one afternoon competition.
Coach Rock Norman is planning to enter a large team with
depth in all events except the
javelin. Carrying the Clemson
colars will be Johnson, Dickens,
and Moose in the mile; Pace and
Gisewhite in the 880; and Watson,
Hendrix, Bray, Kissan and Smith
in the 440. The dashmen will be
Williams, Floyd, Maddox, Gilstrap, Roman,' and Johnson. Coleman and Baumann will run the
high hurdles with Durham to join
them in the lows.
In the broad jump will be Durham, Floyd, and Maddox with
Henley, -Baumann, and Coleman
in the high jump. The pole vaulters are Corrigan and Abbott;
Murphree, Hudson, and Baumann
will throw the discus. Spooner,
Hudson, and Burgess in the shotput round out the entry list.

Four Teams On Top
In Intramural Race
Playoffs Next Week

One of the highlights of his
years was Lockhart's winning the
State Class B championship with
a 20-1 won-lost record. Another
was his making Rev. C. P. Bell's
high school All-State team in
1949.
Barry is the best known of an
infield composed of three brothers. Jimmy, third baseman for
the present Frosh Tigers, Ray, a
lefthanded first baseman, and
Larry, high school second baseman.
Barry, at present, the only
shortstop on the Tiger roster,
says that he was lost at his new
position when he first took over.
After much hard work getting the
gist of charging more ground
balls, Barry says he feels right at
home now. This can easily be
evidenced by watching him give
one sparkling performance after
another afield.
Crocker, who broke a 15 game
hitting streak Tuesday against
Carolina will play for Heming
way in the Palmetto League this
summer, if he does not go to
summer school. A position with
Utica Mohawk's textile entry is
an alternative.
Barry is a TM major, but he
would like to play professional
ball upon graduation from Clemson. He has a fine throwing arm,
is a powerful hitter, can run
much better since his leg operation, and is a capable fielder.
He has all the requirements that
scouts look for—so he should fare
well if he inks the dotted line of
a baseball contract.

Kingsmore leads the ACC in the home run department. (TIGER photo by Frankie Martin).

tured 6 out of 7 first place positions in the running events of
their track meet with the Tigers
on May 1. Tommy Woodley of
U. S. C. was individual leader in
the running events, taking the 100
yard dash in 10.0 seconds flat and
the 220 yard dash in 21.8 seconds.
For the Tigers, Cecil Kirby was
a double winner in the field
events, putting the shot 44 feet
3/4 inches and pitching the discus 134 feet 6 inches.
Clemson's Baby Tigers edged
the Carolina Biddies in the preliminary.
The Summary:
100—Woodley (SC), Drawdy
(SC), Cunningham (SC). :10.
220 — Woodley (SC), Drawdy
(SC), George (C). :21.8.
440—Wilcher (SC), Carter (C),
Kincaid (SC). :50.3.
880—Roberts (SC), Carter (C),
Cunningham (SC). 2:00.
Mile — Inabinet (SC), Reeves
(SC), Shane (C). 4:40.2.
2 Mile — McBride (SC), Blair
(SC), Counts (C). 10:05.7.
220 Low Hurdles — Whetstone
(C), Robbins (SC), Mason (C).
:25.
120 High Hurdles—Bowen (C),
Marson (C), Martin (SC). :16.7
Discus—Kirby (C), Silas (SC),
Wilson (C7). 134 feet, 6 inches.

.Shot Put — Kirby (C), Silas
(SC), Wilson (C). 44 ft, 3/4 in.
Javelin — Berry (SC), Drawdy
(SC), Gooding (C). 163 ft., 8% in.
Broad Jump — Summers (SC),
Berry (SC), Mitchell (C). 20 feet,
7 inches.
Pole Vault—Metz (C), Brown
(SC), Folger (C). 11 feet, 10 in.
Mile Relay — South Carolina
(Woodley, Cunningham, Robbins,
Wilcher). 3:31.5.

Wofford Terriers
Down Tig Netmen
In Tennis Meet 7-2
The Wofford Terrier tennis
team defeated the Clemson netmen in a match held at Wofford
last Tuesday by the score of 7-2.
Khin Si was the only Tiger to
win his singles match. Kinsey
and Seabrook teamed up in the
doubles match to down their op
ponents for the only other Bengal
win.
Summary:
Bailey (W) defeated James, 6-2
8-6.
Warner (W) defeated Moxley.
6-2, 5-7, 7-5.
Si (C) defeated Goodale, 4-6,
6-4, 6-2.
Hoffmire (W) defeated Sea(Continued on Page Five)

The Intramural softball season
is almost over. Four teams, D-4,
Faculty, Band, and the Veterans
are undefeated. On Monday, D-4
will meet the Faculty and Band
plays the Vets. The winners will
play later for the championship.
The Y. M. C. A. is sponsoring
Red Cross Life Saving Courses.
Beginner, Senior, and Instructor
courses are being offered. A Senior and Instructor Course has just
been completed, and two Beginner's classes and one senior
course is being taught at the
present.
The Mite Softball and Midget
Baseball teams will play teams of
(Continued on Page Six)

ninth.
ab
Clemson
Coker, 2b
3
4
Crocker ss
4
Barnett, If
Kingsmore, cf
3
3
W. Morris, 3b ....
2
Gaines, rf
3
E. Morris, c
Swetenburg, lb ..
3
O'Dell, p
.._ -.1

Dormi) 60 tablet! -

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION
Gulfpride Motor Oil
Washing
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline — — — — Greasing
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAX

STONE

BROTHERS

108 NORTH MAIN STREET

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

IT'S TOASTED

WHY do thousands of college smokers from coast
to coast prefer Luckies to all other brands?
BECAUSE Luckies taste better.

WHY do Luckies taste better?

AWAKE NERS
SAFE AS COFFEE

//

to taste better!

vopoz
#

BECAUSE Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
that tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's
Toasted"—the famous Lucky Strike processbrings fine tobacco to its peak of flavor'. . . tones
up this light, mild, good-tasting tobacco to make
it taste even better—cleaner, fresher, smoother.
SO, Be Happy—Go Lucky. Enjoy the bettertasting cigarette—Lucky Strike.

—E n g i n e e r s—

SOUTH CAROLINA
t

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods

Hardware

ANDERSON, S. C.

0
0
1
0
0
1
0

The Esquire Shop has decided
to resume its presentation of an
award to the outstanding athlete
of the week. This was done last
fall, and the plan is to continue ■
it until the end of school.
. The award for this week, a
sport shirt, goes to Doug Kingsmore, Tiger centerfielder. Kingsmore has been an important cog
in Coach Bob Smiths baseball ma- '
chine all season, and this past
week was the big gun in the Tiger
victories over N. C. State and
North Carolina. As Clemson's,
cleanup hitter, Dougs job is to'
produce runs, and he has really
done well at this task.
At the present time, Kingsmore
leads the Tigers in runs-batted-in
and the Atlantic Coast Conference
in home runs. Doug hit his slugging peak last weekend with three
Totals
...32 4 0 5 home runs and five'R. B. I.s off
a-Fouled out for Jarrett in the
(Continued on Page Five)
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98 c

9

Esquire Award To '
Be Offered Again
To Outstanding Star

Cramming
for Exams?

OGf 'or" economy size
15 lobltti "dQ
(for Greek Row or

e
1

_
29 3 2 3
..000 000 000- -0
Clemson .. _ _ „020 000 000- -2

taste better?

Your doctor will tell you—a
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black coffee. Take a NoDoz, Awakener
when you cram for that exam
...or when mid-afternoon
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll find NoDoz gives
you a lift without a letdown i..
helps you snap back to normal
and fight fatigue safely!

r
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

Totals _

a Lucky

Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely

h
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

u. s. c.

What makes

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
GREENVILLE

Second baseman Roy Coker provided the Bengals with their winning runs when he lashed out a
double to center, one of the three
hits off Gamecock hurler Heyward Tunstall, to drive in Bobby
Morris and Dick Swetenburg, who
had gotten on base by two consecutive miscues on the part of
the Carolina infield.
The game was a nip and tuck
contest all the. way with a scant
total of only seven hits being
rapped by both teams. Gamecock right fielder Rast had two
of the four hits garnered off
O'Dell, one of them a double to
center in the second. The Gamecocks threatened in the second
when they loaded the sacks, but
O'Dell quelled the uprising and
Carolina never again threatened
seriously in the contest.
O'Dell
struck out eight and walked three
in the contest while his adversary,
Tunstall, struck out seven Tigers
and walked two. The Carolina
errors were costly.
The victory pushed the Tigers
a long way toward capturing the
ACC baseball crown. A split with
Maryland Terrapins in the coming series would clinch the title
for the Bengals.
THE BOX:
U. S. C.
ab h h e
Brazell, 3b
.0000
Stewart, 2b
_
J 0 0 0
Ellerbe, 2b-3b
..4 1 0 1
Hofferth, ss
4 0 0 0
Ho. Tunstall, lb _ _4 1 0 1
Cox, c _ __ _
4 0 0 1
Rast, rf .._
4 2 0 0
Jarrett, If
2 0 0 0
Wohrman, cf
4 0 0 0
a-Lee
1 0 0 0

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

\
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Clemson Hurler Billy O'Dell In Action
In South Carolina

The ANDERSON Newspapers are

STATE CHAMPIONS
In Growth .Public Service and Prestige!

SOUTH CAROLINA'S FASTEST GROWING NEWSPAPERS

NOW HAVE OVER

50,000
CIRCULATION
Roger Gaines
Stars In Pinch
Hitting Roles
By Lewis Cromer
Roger "Booger' Gaines is one of
the veteran outfielders on the Tiger squad. This is Roger's third
year with the Tigers and his last
year of college eligibility.
Gaines graduated from Greenwood High SchcBl in 1950 where
he played four years of high
school ball and was a member of
the Greenwood American Legion
team that took the state crown
and finally lost out in the Sectional Tournament to Little Rock,
Arkansas in 1949.

Booger bats from the port
side and naturally prefers righthand pitching. The Tiger rightfielder considers this
year's
Tiger team the best that he has
played on. This covers a lot of
ground, for Gaines has played
several years on textile teams
in the summer months.
Roger says that the best pitching which he has faced all year
came in the Ohio State game in
the Tiger's road trip to Florida.
The portsider considers the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest to
be the best ball club which the
Bengals have faced in this year's
campaign.
Several times during the season, the veteran outfielder has
come through in the clutch with
timely hits. For instance, it was
his two-base knocks that drove
across the tying and winning runs
in last Friday's encounter with the
North Carolina Tar Heels.
Gaines'plans to play with the
Utica textile team at the conclusion of his regular season with the
Tigers.

ESQUIRE AWARD
(Continued from Page Four)
North Carolina pitchers in two
days as the Tigers split the series
with the Tar Heels. This outstanding performance earned Doug
the first week's award.

Leading all newspapers of the Palmetto State in circulation gains, they
long ago passed SPARTANBURG and moved up next to CHARLESTON
in total circulation! More News, More Pictures, More Features!

Tar Heels, Tigs Split;
Doug Raps 3 Homers
Bengals Take First,
Lose Second, 10-8
The Clemson baseballers split
a pair of games with the Tar
Heels of North Carolina Friday'
and Saturday. The Tigers edged
the Heels 4-3 in the opening encounter on the basis of two timely
singles by Roger Gaines and the
clutch pitching of Billy O'Dell.
The North Carolinians bounced
back to take the second 10-8 with
the grand slam homer of winning
Tar Heel pitcher Doug Bruton the
deciding blow in the contest.
Tiger centerfielder Doug Kingsmore smashed three roundtrippers in the two games to increase
his lead in that department in the
A. C. C.
FRIDAY'S GAME
The Tigers took a close decision from the Tar Heels in their
initial encounter, which featured
a tight pitcher's duel between the
Tar Heels' Charlie Aycock and
the Tigers' ace, Billy O'Dell.
Roger Gaines, Tig outfielder from
Greenwood, tied up the contest
with a pinch single in the eighth
and then stayed on to repeat with
another in the Tiger tenth to
give the Bengals their winning
margin.
Doug Kingsmore hit his first
of three homers in the series,
leading off for the Tigers in the
fourth. Pitcher Aycock homered
for the losers in the fifth.

Long, If _ _
Frye, c
Bruton, p
Morgan, p

TOTALS
CLEMSON
Coker, 2b
W. Morris, 3b
Brown, rf
Gaines, rf
B. Morris, c
Crocker, ss
Barnett, If
Kingsmore, cf
Swetenburg, lb
a Shealy,
Blackstone, lb
O'Dell, p

Only newspaper in the United States
'o twice receive the University of
4 13 0
5 3 5 1
5 2 0 3
0 0 0 0

Missouri silver plaque for rendering
the greatest community service in
the nation. (1941 and 1944.)

40 13 27 14

TOTALS
The Box
U. N. C.
Lloyd, 2b
Dale, ss
Paller, rf
Mosier, lb
Gravitte, cf —
Holt, 3b
Long, If
Hooks, c
Aycock, p

r

AB R H E CLEMSON
AB R H E
4
2
5
Coker, 2b 5
4
1
Crocker, ss
4
2
4
Barnett, If _ _
4
4
2
Kingsmore, cf —
2
0
4
W. Morris, 3b _
4
4
1
Gaines, rf —. —
4
3
1
B. Morris, c
.
4
0
2
Swetenburg, lb
4
1
1
a. Shealy
0
0
Blackstone, lb .
35 3 8 2 Humphries, p —
_ 1 0
_ 1 0
Crosland, p — .
AB R H E
5 0 0 0 TOTALS
35 10 27 11
4 0 0 1 U. N. C.
030 510 010—10
3 0 0 0 Clemson
210 100 103— 8
2 0 2 0
3 0 1 1
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AT
5 0 2 0I
4 2 1 0
1 2 1 0
3 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
MAY 6
0 0 0 0
"THE
DIAMOND
3 0 0 0

_
. _
_
. _
_

CLEMSON T
QUEEN"

TOTALS
34 4 7 2
Arlene Dahl, Farnando Lamas
a. Rolled out for Swetenburg
in eighth.
N. Carolina _ . GOO 110 100 0—3
MAY 7
Clemson
010 100 010 1—4
"GUN BELT"
SATURDAY'S GAME
George Montgomery
The Tar Heels rebounded from
Tab Hunter,
Helen Westcott
Friday's defeat in a battle of
homers. The Tigers hit four and
MAY 8
the North Carolinians three in
WOFFORD TERRIERS
A double feature will probably
the slugfest; Doug Kingsmore of
(Continued from Page Four)
be shown.
the Bengals rapped out his second
brook, 6-3, 6-1.
and
third
in
two
days
and
pitcher
Huff (W) defeated Nickles, 6-0,
MAY 10
Doug Bruton of the Tar Heels hit
6-2.
Mays (W) defeated Kinsey, 3-6, a bases loaded homer in the
"JUBILEE TRAIL"
fourth to bring home the winning
6-4, 6-2.
Vera Ralston
Forrest Tucker
Bailey and Warner (W) de-[runs.
The Tigers rallied in the botfeated James and Si, 8-6, 6-4.
MAY 11
Goodale and Huff (W) defeated tom of the ninth, scoring three
Nickles and Moxley, 6-3, 6-4.
runs, but tight relief hurling by
"THE FAKE"
Kinsey and Seabrook (C) de- Joe Morgan, southpaw Tar Heel
Dennis O'Keefe
Coleen Gray
feated Mays and Kutherie, 6-2, hurler, preserved the victory.
7-5.
Lonnie Shealy and Bobby Morris
MAY 12
hit homers for the Tigers while
Joe
Mosier
and
Fred
Dale
of
the
"JESSE
JAMES
VS THE
S. C. RESERVES
North Carolinians also had cir(Continued from Page Three)
DALTONS"
service; and Lt. W. Harper Wel- cuit clouts. Tiger hurler Leonard
Brett
King
Barbara Lawrence
Humphries
sustained
his
first
loss
born, judge advocate.
Ladies of the department also of the year.
The Box
MAY 13
elected officers. Mrs. John TurnAB R H E
bull, Columbia, was elected presi- U. N. C.
"MAKE
HASTE TO
4 0 1 5
dent. Other new officers are Mrs. Lloyd, 2b
Dale,
ss
5
2
2
2
Carrol Collins, Greenville, first
LIVE"
5 2 0 1
vice-president; and Mrs. Strom Hall, rf
Dorothy McGuire
4 2 14 1
Thurmond, Aiken, second vice- Mosier, lb
Steve McNally
4 1 2 1
president.
The secretary and Holt, 3b
treasurer will be appointed later
by the president.
Leroy Johnson, Stockton, Calif.,
chairman Reserve Sub-committee
Registered Jewelers
American Gem Saciety
of House Armed Services ComLEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
mittee, discussed problems of the
SINCE. 1856.
reserves.
Greenville
South Carolina
At the dinner Saturday, Col.
Harry C. Mewsha, Columbia,
Chief, S. C. Military District, received a distinguished service
plaque.

HALES

The Daily Mail was awarded the
the N. E. A. Bronze Plaque for having produced the largest newspaper
ever printed in South Carolina (304
pages). Its edition was acclaimed
in the group of the three best issued
in the United States.

First South Carolina newspaper to sponsor series of
radio broadcasts to publicize the state's natural resources to the nation.
First South Carolina newspaper to install complete
photographic department and engraving plant enabling
them to publish regularly more local and sectional pictures than any newspapers in the state.
First newspapers in the South to be selected by Northwestern University for a readership study.

' In 1950, the National Editorial Association awarded The Independent
its Distinguished Service Bronze Plaque for outstanding Farm pages. (In
top three of U.S.A.).
In a typical year the Northwestern
University survey revealed the Anderson newspapers contributed $66,091.20 in space to help build this
community and section.
(Over and
above normal news coverage.)

Awarded Editor & Publisher Blue
Ribbon for writing and publishing
the best advertisement in the United
States in 1941.
First newspapers in the state to be
restyled for easy reading by America's
foremost typographer, Gilbert Farrar,
who designed Look Magazine, Los
Angeles Times, Chicago Sun and
many other leading publications.
Received NEA top honors in 1943
for circulation promotion and carriersalesmen welfare program.

Wit Alison Mepenfoenf
MORNING and SUNDAY
Associated Press—International News Service—North American Newspaper Alliance

f II ®MIY MAUL
EVENING
WILTON E. HALL, Publisher

STOP AT

PATS PLACE

South Carolina's fastest growing newspapers!

For

Sandwiches and Shakes
Open Til Midnight Nightly

WHITE PANTS AND MAROON SASHES FOR
MOTHER'S DAY PARADE AT

HOKE SLOANS
GET THE BEST JANTZEN T-SHIRTS AND
BATHING SUITS
Also Ice Cream and All Kinds of Soft Drinks

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
PENDLETON, S. C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR

WAIM

A M
F M
T V

South Carolina's First Columbia Network
Station.

Established 1935

Palmetto Publishing Co.
National Stamp News, Books, Magazines,
Publications, Engravings, Printing
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Professor J. H. Mitchell
Announces Retirement
Completes Forty Nine
Years With Clemson

14 Members Attend
Alpha Chi Sigma
District Conclave

Mr. J. M. Eleazer
Speaks At Joint
ASAE Meeting

Stars Of Little Theater Production

Fourteen members of the Clemson chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma,
national chemistry fraternity, attended a district conclave of the
fraternity held at the University
of North Carolina in Chapel, Hill,
North Carolina, on Friday, April
30, and Saturday, May 1. Those
attending were Harold White
Raymond Willingham, William
Stafford, Karl Brandt, William
Schirmer, Pete Howard, Jack
Leutwyler, Jack Elam, Howard
Setzer, Fred McNatt, Louis
Wright, Carl Bailey, Dave Moul
ton, and Charles Sanders.
A formal initiation of one member from the host university, one
from Clemson, and one from
North Carolina State College was
held Friday night. Dave Moulton,
textile chemistry major of Richmond, New Jersey, was the initiate for the Clemson chapter. An
initiation party followed the
initiation.
On Saturday morning chapters
of Alpha Chi Sigma from Florida,
South Carolina, and North Carolina held a business meeting at
which John Kuebler, national secretary of the fraternity, Ron Warren, third vice-president of the national organization, and Dr. Peter
Carodemos, adviser for the Clemson group, were introduced to
Some fifty years ago, when G.
those attending the conclave.
B.
Shaw wrote the third act
After the business meeting,
members of the fraternity were dream sequence now known as
treated to a demonstration of the "Don Juan in Hell" into his play
Morehead Planetarium, in which "Man and Superman", he exformations of star groups, move- pressed the opinion that it would
ments of stars and planets, ele- never be performed. In Clemson,
ments of celestial reckoning, and however, the Little Theater players are this week completing repictures of planets were shown.
hearsals on "Don Juan", and plan
The group visited the campus to present it in the new Chemisof N. C. State College in Raleigh try Auditorium on May 5, 6, and
on Saturday afternoon, to in- 7.
spect the nuclear reactor owned
This production constitutes the
and operated by the college and
the new chemistry and chemical first attempt of the • Clemson
engineering building on the cam- group in a new form of dramaturgy, now generally called a
pus.
"reading". According to this new
Friday evening the fraternity technique, which in reality is as
returned to the N. C. University old as theater, the conventional
campus for the formal banque., stage devices are largely dropped.
at which time speeches were made
by prominent members and the In the strictest sense there is no
"set"; make-up and costuming are
conclave brought to a close.
dispensed with—the players appear in evening clothes; and, inBowen And Monroe deed, the only convention left is
a minimum of lighting.
The
Attend Agricultural
chief end and justification of the
production thus becomes the in-*
Education Conference terpretation of the dialogue.
W. C. Bowen and J. B. Monroe
"Don Juan," in regard to its
left last Sunday to attend the dialogue at least, is a happy
Southern Regional Conference for choice for the Clemson group's
state supervisors and teacher experimentation, for it is Shaw's
trainers in Agricultural Educa- long-winded but eloquent best.
tion. Mr. Monroe is chairman of The selection is in the form of
the Teacher Training Committee a debate containing many suband vice-president of the general jects, from the nature of the uniconference.
verse to the purpose of marriage;
The Conference will be held in
the Jung Hotel in New Orleans
for the week of May 2-6. Important problems concerning the
teaching and administration of
the Agricultural Education Program in the Southern states will
be discussed.

By Lawrence Starkey
During the 26 years he has
Forty-nine years ago a young
graduate of Alabama Polytechnic been associated with the ReInstitute came to Clemson to search Chemistry Department, he
work in the fertilizer division. has been author and co-author of
Only a few days ago the same
man announced his retirement a great many scientific papers
from the faculty of Clemson Col- j and bulletins dealing with agrilege. This man who has served culture problems. He has done
our college so faithfully is Prof. specific research in mineral eleJack Harris Mitchell, now Pro- ments and vitamins.
fessor of Chemistry and Head of
In recognition of Professor Mitthe Research Chemistry Departchell's ability, he has been made
ment of the South Carolina Exa member of the American Chemperiment Station.
ical Society, the South Carolina
Prof. Mitchell, a native of Academy of Science and the AsGeorgia, received his B. S. and sociation of Official Agricultural
M. S. degrees from the Alabama Chemists. He was also PresiPolytechnic Institute and the Uni- dent of the South Carolina Secversity of Illinois respectively. I tion of the American Chemical
After completion of his graduate Society and has been a member
work at Illinois, Mr. Mitchell be- of the Athletic Council for 32
came a teacher in the chemistry years.
department , in 1910.. He has
Professor Mitchell has proved
taught various subjects in chemistry (mainly analytical) for the to be an asset not only to our
past forty-four years. During college but to our community as
this period he has advanced from well. He has taken an active
assistant professor to full pro- part in social and community
fessor. His many students who life. He is a member of the
have become prominent in vari- Clemson Methodist Church and
ous fields of chemistry and other has served as chairman of . the
lines of work stand as indisput- board of stewards for several
able hallmarks of his teaching years. Mr. Mitchell was selected
as a member of the Y. M. C. A.
ability.
Advisory Board and has been a
trustee of Clemson-Calhoun High
School for several years.
Other honors held are membership in the Masonic order, of
Knights of Pythias, and in the Mrs. Carson Speaks
Tiger Brotherhood.
The Clemson Chapter of the
At Regular Wesley
The combined efforts of men
American Society of Agricultural
Engineering was host to the like Prof. Jack Mitchell have Foundation Meeting
Georgia Chapter April 29 at the moulded Clemson into the great
Mrs. R. G. Carson, Jr., spoke
Clemson House. The Banquet institution it is today. Our in- to the regular Wesley Foundation
was held in the Saber Room with debtedness and thanks to you, meeting last night on the subject
chicken as the main dish. The Prof. Mitchell, are immeasurable. of "The Missionary Program of
welcome was given by C. J. Walthe Methodist Church." Mrs.
ters, president of the Clemson
Carson is the wife of Professor
Chapter.
R. G. Carson, Jr., and is an active
The faculty advisor for the
member of the Clemson MethodGeorgia Chapter, Mr. R. H.
ist Church. Her program was
Brown, was then introduced. Mr.
followed by refreshments served
Brown commented that both
by one of the circles of the Wochapters were priviledged by a
men's Society of Christian Serjoint banquet, where ideas about
Two Y. M. C. A. camps are vice.
the future, gripes, jobs, and even planned for entering freshmen at
The Wesley Foundation anthoughts about women could be Clemson in September. One is
nounced
that financial assistance
exchanged. Mr. Brown was very to be held in August at Camp
impressed with the construction Bob Cooper for the advantage of will be available for those who
of the new. barracks as were most the boys who live in the Colum- would like to attend the Regional
Student Conference at Lake Junof the Georgia boys.
bia area and in the lower state,
The guest speaker of the especially in the Manning, Flor- aluska June 8 through 15.
evening was Mr. J. M. Eleazer, ence and Sumter areas.
It was also announced that
a man who is a* well known
elections will be held next week
The other is to be held the for Wesley Foundation officers.
in most all parts of the United
States as well as here at Clem- last of August or the first of Sep- Elections will take place at the
son. Mr. Eleazer's topic for tember at Camp Greenville near regular weekly meeting.
the evening was "Change, Ceasar's Head and Brevard,
North Carolina, for the advantage
Change, Constant Change".
He began by taking us back in- of boys who live in the upstate
SHOWER SHOES
to the era of the mule and plow .and out-of-state boys who plan
■<" "V
boy. From this point he scanned to come to Clemson a 'few days
SafeNON-SKIDSotest
For Shower, Pool.and
i
the agricultural history of South early and remain for the regular
Lounging. NoiselrtsDry Quickly - Pack
Carolina telling how the differ- semester term.
Easily-Durable Gradt
"A" Quality-Attractent crops appeared and disapive Solid Color
These camps in the past have
Throughout!
peared as the insects and diseases provided opportunities for boys
Men's Sizes: 7 -13.
came along. But then science to become acquainted with other
Children's & Ladies*
Sizes: Extra Small.
came to the aid of man; Mr. Elea- new students who want to take Only
—, Small, Medium and
*2.**»r.»»srs*iri Large.
zer described science like this: part in "Y" and church work. It Seti»fec*i*n
Color Choice: Blue,
Ouaranf*
Whit*. Green or Red.
"Science takes care of the in- also gives the new student a • r yei
rf»dl 1
sects; anticipates troub ^ and sol- chance to make a few ties before r\- ttal* thai «>ia and 1 <ota» cttaiea* whan artfarina.
ves it before it arrives."
SHOWER SHOI SUPPLY CO. Pewt.j
|
the confusion of matriculation
Mr. Eleazer then explained and registration.
P.O.KPK IT*. UTTLKTOM, ||. «.
how irrigation and grasses are
now beginning to play an important role in South Carolina.
He concluded his talk with this
statement, "The green pastures
that we look for out yonder are
not out yonder, but right here
beneath our feet."
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Thursday, May 6,1954

^oard Of Visitors
Chesterfield Closes
To Inspect Clemson Cigarette Contest
All phases of activity and physical facilities of Clemson College On Friday, May 7
will be inspected by its Board of
Visitors this week from Wednes
day through Friday.
The thirteen members of the
board will arrive on the campus
at noon Wednesday and follow a
busy schedule until Friday afternoon. They will tour the academic
schools, many separate depart
ments and buildings and will hear
a report from the college officials
in charge of each.
Heading the board this year is
Rev. Ralph S. Meadowcroft, rector of Grace Episcopal Church.
Charleston. Other members are
Charles S. Plowden, banker of
Summerton; Francis S. Hanckel,
president of Coburg Dairy, Charleston; State Senator R. M. Jefferies of Walterboro; State Senator
J. Carl Kearse of Bamberg; State
Senator Lawrence Hester of Mount
Carmel; E. H. Agnew, president of
the South Carolina Farm Bureau,
Columbia.
Also, J. W. Gaston, farmer of
Inman; Ben Adams of Union; Ben
Gramling, farmer of Inman; State
representative James A. Spruill of
Cheraw; B. D. McDonald, merchant of Kershaw; and Dr. J. . W.
Neely, vice-president and director
of plant breeding of Coker Seed
Company, Hartsville.

J. D. Lane Writes
Little Theater Features
English Booklet
A booklet dealing with the
New Form Of Dramaturgy proper
use of the pronouns 'who'
and 'whom' and written by Mr.
the major point under con- John D. Lane, professor of EngNo Set To Be but
sideration is this; what constitutes lish, has just been published
Man's real purpose in the Uni- through a grant made by the
Used In Play
verse?
Claude W. Kress Research Fund STUDENTS
Appearing in "Don Juan" are of Clemson.
The booklet, which will be made
Ann Bond, as Dona Ana; Anthony
Ellner, as the Statue of Don Gon- available to all Clemson students,
a
workable method
zalo; Joe Young, as Lucifer; and outlines
John Bennett, as Don Juan. The I which enables students to learn
play is being directed by J. P. the proper use of 'who' and 'whom'
Winter, and John Hunter is after twenty minutes of study.
The procedure has been used suchandling its production.
cessfully in Mr. Lanes' classes and
Curtain time for "Don Juan" is so designed that anybody can
will be 8:15 p. m., and admission learn the method by only followwill be by season ticket or by ing the instructions in the booklet..
tickets which may be purchased
The college has sent single copat the Auditorium.
,
ies each to over 100 high schools
in the state for examination and
approval. Any teacher of English may obtain up to 50 copies of
the booklet for use in their classrooms by writing Mr. Lane, Professor of English, % School Arts
and Sciences, Clemson College,
The Clemson House is contin- Clemson, S. C.
Drawings in the booklet are by
uing its roll as the Mecca for conOlivia Jackson McGee.
ventions in South Carolina. The
South Carolina Optical Association held its convention there from FOUR TEAMS
(Continued fic^n Page Four)
May 2-4 and the American Red
Cross is now holding their con- their own age from Greenville
vention. It began on May 2 and this Saturday. This .community
program for the boys is a part
will last through May 9.
In the month of May, Piedmont of the "Y's" sports activities. Mr.
Shirts will convene at the hotel. J. R. Cooper is in charge of the
The Board of visitors will be there year round program and he is
from May 5-7. And of course, assisted by Clemson students.
for Mother's Day, people are ex- This year, Cadets R. H. Willingpected to visit Clemson from all ham and G. D. Gant have been
parts of South Carolina and of assistance in this as well as all
neighboring states.
parts of the intramural program.

Four Conventions
Held In Clemson
House This Week

ELECT

(Continued from Page One)
his opponents, Joe S. Taylor (7)
and Carl D. Lewis (38).
Lewis
Cromer was unopposed for the position of secretary of the class. A
vice-president and treasurer from
the rising sophomore class were
not chosen, because of errors in
the listing of the names of candidates on the ballot. Elections
will be held later J.o elect these
officers. The following were elected as representatives: Newton
Stall, 163; Richard Kemp, 155;
C. F. Maddox, 145; Joe W. Dunn,
134; and Hey ward Ramsey, 115.
Those who were not elected were:
Leroy
Williams, 107; Ronnie
Christopher, 106; W. P. Kay, 100;
Bryan Carter, 95; and Larry Mahaffey, 94.
Elected for officers of the freshman class for next year will be
held in the fall after the arrival
of the new freshman class.

The Chesterfield Cigarette contest is still open for cadets to enter. It closes Friday, May 1.
The contest is. open to all students on the campus. The student who guesses closest to the
number of cartons of Chesterfields sold in 1953 will receive a
carton of Chesterfields. Second
and third prizes will be half
cartons of Chesterfields.
All entries, to be written on an
empty Chesterfield wrapper,
should be sent to Chesterfield
Contest, Box 937, Clemson, or to
Dale Collins, campus Chesterfield
representative, in Room A-330.
The wrappers are to include
name, local address, and contest
entry of the number of Chesterfield cartons sold in 1953.

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.
• ***•*
FRI., SAT., MAY 7-8
RANDOLPH SCOTT
m

'RIDING SHOTGUN'
•*••••
MON, TUE., MAY 10-11

'EXECUTIVE SUITE'
Wm. Holden

June Allyson

• *••••
WED., THURS., SAT.
MAY 12-15

'LUCKY ME'
Starring Doris Day
In Cinemascope

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.

Today's
Best Cigarette

--Greenville—
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

is the
Made!

T Camps Planned
% Freshmen
nlerinq Clemson

"Chesterfields for Mel"
Chesterfields for Me!"

A

The cigarette tested and approved by 30

years of scientific tobacco research.

Everything in
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
ANDERSON, S. C.

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

"Chesterfields for Mel"
$4

The cigarette that gives you proof of

highest quality—low nicotine—the taste you
want—the mildness you want

Largest Selling Cigarette
in America's Colleges

TIGER TAVERN

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP

7?ee#i~™zr

The cigarette with a proven good record

Ooflrtifcht l95Cl)«*rr * Mvoi

TOMOOXI*

